
This hand is taken from an Eve Harrison Salver event in 2007. As North you are second in hand and 
hold:

S A6
H 75
D K874
C 85432

with both sides vulnerable. After three passes, South opens 1NT which is passed round to East who bids
2C. This is explained as showing the major suits with clubs being East’s stronger minor. South passes 
and West bids 2S which is passed round to you. With only seven points and without much further thought
you also pass and, in light of East’s declared ‘strength’ in clubs decide to lead a small diamond. This is 
won by D9 in dummy and, after this inauspicious start, the defence plays with what seems like 
reasonable, if somewhat belated, accuracy to gather six tricks and put the contract one off. +100 is not a 
good result, however, as most other NS pairs have scored +120 in NT or +110 in clubs. What went 
wrong?
Well, most other NS pairs almost certainly did not face East’s conventional intervention, so perhaps we 
should just put it down to bad luck. Alternatively, perhaps the defence might have gone better, eg via a 
different lead, to put the contract two or more off which would, of course, have been a top. The full hand 
is shown below,

North
S A6
H 75
D K874
C 85432

West East
S 1084 S QJ32
H K8 H QJ963
D AQJ102 D 95
C 1096 C KJ

South
S K975
H A1042
D 63
C AQ7

and, assuming accurate play by declarer, a heart lead doesn’t seem likely to result in more than six tricks
for the defence, particularly as declarer can ruff the third heart with S8. What about a club lead? If South 
cashes AQ and switches to a low trump with the defence playing A K and another, declarer is restricted 
initially to two trump tricks and one club and there are possible entry difficulties in both red suits. If 
declarer draws South’s last trump and plays a heart, South takes the second round and exits with a third 
club. Declarer can win and play DAQ but North wins and cashes two more clubs to give the defence two 
spades, a heart, a diamond and four clubs for three off. So let’s assume that declarer leaves South’s 
fourth trump and uses his SQ to ruff out DK, having discarded D5 on C10. The enforced heart 
continuation from dummy gives the defence a second heart trick to go with three spades and two clubs 
for two off.

So, a more thoughtful defence might have generated a better score, but is there an alternative route to a 
better score? At pairs the ‘magic’ plus score on a hand where neither side can make game is +200. Had 
we doubled the original contract of 2S, even one off would have been a top score, let alone the +500 
which would have been derived from best defence. Was there a real case for doubling here? I think there
was. East had used a conventional bid after an initial pass, so had limited strength. With 5-5 in the 
majors and most of 10 points or so in those suits, East might have opened third in hand, so we might 
deduce that East was 5-4 with some points in clubs. With two doubletons in the majors, North might also 
have concluded that South had some strength/length there, particularly as West could be counted for 9 
or 10 points but still gave just simple preference to spades. All in all, and as the North in question here, I 
think I should have doubled. Even on my uninspiring diamond opening lead that would have given us at 
least an equal top and had I thought about “with some points in clubs”, I might also have found the more 
telling club lead for +500 and an outright top!
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